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The midbrain inferior colliculus (IC) is implicated in coding sound location, but evidence from behaving primates is scarce. Here we
report single-unit responses to broadband sounds that were systematically varied within the two-dimensional (2D) frontal hemifield, as
well as in sound level, while monkeys fixated a central visual target.
Results show that IC neurons are broadly tuned to both sound-source azimuth and level in a way that can be approximated by
multiplicative, planar modulation of the firing rate of the cell. In addition, a fraction of neurons also responded to elevation. This tuning,
however, was more varied: some neurons were sensitive to a specific elevation; others responded to elevation in a monotonic way.
Multiple-linear regression parameters varied from cell to cell, but the only topography encountered was a dorsoventral tonotopy.
In a second experiment, we presented sounds from straight ahead while monkeys fixated visual targets at different positions. We found
that auditory responses in a fraction of IC cells were weakly, but systematically, modulated by 2D eye position. This modulation was
absent in the spontaneous firing rates, again suggesting a multiplicative interaction of acoustic and eye-position inputs. Tuning param-
eters to sound frequency, location, intensity, and eye position were uncorrelated. On the basis of simulations with a simple neural network
model, we suggest that the population of IC cells could encode the head-centered 2D sound location and enable a direct transformation of
this signal into the eye-centered topographic motor map of the superior colliculus. Both signals are required to generate rapid eye– head
orienting movements toward sounds.
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Introduction
To localize a sound, the auditory system uses implicit acoustic
cues. Left–right localization (azimuth) depends on the binaural
differences in sound arrival time [interaural time difference
(ITD)] and sound level [interaural level difference (ILD)],
whereas up– down and front– back localization (elevation) relies
on spectral filtering by the pinnae [head-related transfer func-
tions (HRTFs)] (Blauert, 1997). Initially, independent neural
pathways in the brainstem process the different localization cues
(for review, see Yin, 2002; Young and Davis, 2002). The midbrain
inferior colliculus (IC) is a major convergence center for these
pathways and could thus be an important node in the auditory
pathway to encode two-dimensional (2D) sound locations (for
review, see Casseday et al., 2002). Several lines of evidence sup-
port this hypothesis. In the barn owl IC, a topographic map rep-
resents 2D auditory space (Knudsen and Konishi, 1978). In
mammals, IC neurons are tuned to binaural localization cues
(Kuwada and Yin, 1983; Fuzessery et al., 1990; Irvine and Gago,
1990; Delgutte et al.; 1999; McAlpine et al., 2001) and elevation
(Aitkin and Martin, 1990; Delgutte et al., 1999), although azi-
muth tuning width increases with sound level (Schlegel et al.,
1988; Binns et al., 1992; Schnupp and King, 1997). Tracer studies
have provided evidence on the connectivity between the IC and
the superior colliculus (SC), a nucleus that mediates rapid 2D
orienting of eyes, head, and pinnae to multisensory stimuli
(Sparks, 1986; Stein and Meredith, 1993; Wallace et al., 1993).
The IC projects to the SC, as shown in the owl (Knudsen and
Knudsen, 1983), cat (Andersen et al., 1980; Harting and Van
Lieshout, 2000), and ferret (King et al., 1998). Conversely, the SC
also projects to subdivisions of the IC, such as the barn owl’s
external nucleus (Hyde and Knudsen, 2000), the mammalian
pericentral nucleus (Itaya and Van Hoesen, 1982; Mascetti and
Strozzi, 1988), and the nucleus of the brachium of IC (Doubell et
al., 2000).
This reciprocal connectivity has interesting implications for
the reference frames in which sounds might be encoded. The
spatial tuning of auditory neurons in the mammalian SC varies
with eye position (Jay and Sparks, 1984, 1987; Hartline et al.,
1995; Peck et al., 1995), suggesting that the initial head-centered
auditory input has been transformed into oculocentric coordi-
nates. Recently, also IC neurons were reported to be modulated
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by eye position and sound location in the horizontal plane (Groh
et al., 2001, 2003). These cells were proposed to form an interme-
diate stage in this coordinate transformation.
Nevertheless, direct evidence of spatial coding in the monkey
IC remains scarce. For example, because sound level also modu-
lates IC responses (Ryan and Miller, 1978), it remains unclear
whether the reported azimuth tuning of IC neurons relates to
binaural (ITD and ILD) mechanisms or to a monaural head-
shadow cue. Note, however, that the latter is ambiguous with
respect to azimuth. Moreover, tuning to sound elevation has
been essentially left unattended.
To dissociate the various possibilities, the present study in-
cludes both sound-source azimuth and elevation, while varying
sound level to quantify neural responses. We also tested sensitiv-
ity to 2D eye position. The results are summarized in a simple
model on the potential role of the IC in auditory-evoked
orienting.
Materials and Methods
Animal preparation and surgical procedures
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; referred to as Gi and
Br; 7– 8 kg weight) participated in the experiments. Both monkeys were
trained to follow and fixate small visual targets [light-emitting diodes
(LEDs)] to obtain a small liquid reward. Records were kept of the mon-
keys’ weight and health status, and supplemental fruit and water were
provided when deemed necessary. All experiments were conducted in
accordance with the guidelines for the use of laboratory animals provided
by the Society for Neuroscience, and the European Communities Coun-
cil Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC) and were approved by
the local ethics committee for the use of laboratory animals of the Nijme-
gen University.
After training was completed, the animals were prepared for chronic
neurophysiological experiments in two separate operations. Surgical ses-
sions were performed under sterile conditions; anesthesia was main-
tained by artificial respiration (0.5% isoflurane and N2O), and additional
pentobarbital and ketamine were administered intravenously. In the first
operation, a thin golden eye ring was implanted underneath the conjunc-
tiva to allow for precise eye-movement recordings (see Setup). In the
second operation, a stainless-steel recording chamber was placed over a
trepanned hole in the skull (12 mm diameter). Four stainless-steel bolts,
embedded in dental cement, allowed firm and painless fixation of the
head during recording sessions (for details, see Frens and Van Opstal,
1998). The position and orientation of the recording chamber were such
that the IC and SC on both the left and right side could be reached by
microelectrodes. Special care was taken to prevent obstruction of the
monkey’s head and ears by the recording equipment and head mount
when positioned in the experimental setup.
In each experiment, a glass-coated tungsten microelectrode (0.5–2.5
M) was carefully positioned and lowered into the brain through a short
stainless-steel guide tube by a hydraulic stepping motor (Trent Wells).
The analog electrode signal was amplified (A-1; BAK Electronics, Ger-
mantown, MD), low-pass filtered (15 kHz cutoff), and monitored on an
oscilloscope. To detect action potentials, the signal was fed through a
level detector that fed into a four-bit counter. Each spike caused an
increase in the DC output of the counter. This DC signal (16 different
levels) was subsequently digitized (1 kHz sampling rate) and stored on
hard disk for off-line analysis. In this way, the system could unambigu-
ously detect up to 16 spikes/msec. A real-time principal component an-
alyzer was used to visually verify whether triggered signals were obtained
from single neurons (Epping and Eggermont, 1987).
The first entry in the IC could be readily assessed by the sudden re-
sponsiveness of the local field potential to soft scratching on the door of
the laboratory room. The following considerations confirm that our re-
cordings were obtained from the IC. (1) Histology of both monkeys
confirmed that the electrode tracks passed through the central nucleus of
the IC. (2) The stereotaxic coordinates of the recording sites corre-
sponded closely to the coordinates of the IC as given by the neuroana-
tomical atlas of Snider and Lee (1961). (3) Often, saccade-related neural
activity that was indicative of the deep layers of the SC was encountered
before entering the auditory nucleus. These SC recording sites corre-
sponded to the well known topography of the oculomotor and overlying
visual maps, and saccadic eye movements could be evoked by micro-
stimulation (at thresholds below 50 A) that corresponded well to the
local optimal saccade vectors in the motor map (Robinson, 1972). (4)
When lowering the electrode from dorsal to ventral locations, the best
frequency (BF) for evoking auditory responses increased in an orderly
manner (up to 20 kHz), over a depth range of3 mm (for details, see Fig.
2). Such tonotopic ordering with depth has been reported earlier (Ryan
and Miller, 1978). (5) Latencies of auditory responses were 10 –20 msec,
which is also in line with the study by Ryan and Miller (1978).
Setup
The head-restrained monkey sat in a primate chair in a completely dark
and sound-attenuated room (3  3  3 m 3) in which the ambient
background noise level was 30 dB sound pressure level (SPL) (A-
weighted). Acoustic foam on the walls, floor, ceiling, and every large
object present effectively absorbed reflections above 500 Hz. A broad-
band lightweight speaker [Philips AD-44725; flat characteristic within 5
dB between 0.2 and 20 kHz, after equalization by a Ultra-Curve equalizer
(Behringer International GmbH, Willich, Germany)] produced the
acoustic stimuli. The sound signals were generated digitally at a 50 kHz
sampling rate (DA board, DT2821; National Instruments, Austin, TX)
and tapered with sine-squared onset and offset ramps of 5 msec duration.
The signal was amplified (model A-331; Luxman, Torrance, CA) and
bandpass filtered between 200 Hz and 20 kHz (model 3343; Krohn-Hite,
Brockton, MA) before being fed to the speaker. The sound intensity was
measured at the position of the monkey’s head with a calibrated sound
amplifier and microphone (BK2610/BK4144; Bru¨el and Kjær, Norcross,
GA).
The speaker was mounted on a two-link robot, which consisted of a
base with two nested L-shaped arms that were driven by separate step-
ping engines (model VRDM5; Berger Lahr, Lahr, Germany), both con-
trolled by a personal computer 80486 (for details, see Hofman and Van
Opstal, 1998). This setup enabled rapid (within 2 sec) and accurate
(within 0.5°) positioning of the speaker at any location on a virtual sphere
around the monkey’s head (90 cm radius).
Visual stimuli were presented by an array of 72 red LEDs that were
mounted on a thin, acoustically transparent, spherical wire frame at polar
coordinates R  [0°, 2°, 5°, 9°, 14°, 20°, 27°] and  [0°, 30°, 60°, . . . ,
330°], in which the eccentricity R is the angle with the straight-ahead
direction, and is the angle with the rightward orientation. The distance
of the LEDs to the center of the monkey’s head was 85 cm, i.e., just inside
the virtual sphere of the auditory targets.
The 2D orientation of the eye in space was measured with the double-
magnetic induction technique, which has been described in detail in
previous papers from our group (Bour et al., 1984; Frens and Van Opstal,
1998). In short, two orthogonal pairs of coils, attached to the edges of the
room, generated two oscillating magnetic fields (30 kHz horizontally and
40 kHz vertically) that were nearly homogeneous and orthogonal in the
area of measurement. The magnetic fields induced oscillating currents in
the implanted eye ring, which in turn induced secondary voltages in a
sensitive pickup coil that was placed directly in front of the monkey’s eye.
The signal from the pickup coil was demodulated by two lock-in ampli-
fiers (model 128A; Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN), tuned
to either field frequency, low-pass filtered (150 Hz cutoff), sampled at a
rate of 500 Hz per channel (DAS16; Metrabyte), and finally stored on
hard disk for additional analysis.
All target and response coordinates are expressed as azimuth () and
elevation () angles, determined by a double-pole coordinate system in
which the origin coincides with the center of the head. In this reference
frame, target azimuth, T, is defined as the angle between the target and
the midsagittal plane. Target elevation, T, is the angle between the target
and the horizontal plane through the ears with the head in a straight-
ahead orientation (Knudsen and Konishi, 1979; Hofman and Van Op-
stal, 1998).
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Experimental paradigms
Recording of frequency tuning curves. The frequency tuning curve of a
neuron was determined by measuring the response to tone pips of 39
frequencies, varying from 250 to 20,159 Hz in 1⁄6-octave intervals. Each
trial consisted of three identical tone pips of 200 msec duration, which
were presented at three different intensities (40, 50, and 60 dB SPL) from
the straight-ahead location, separated by a 500 msec interval. The tone
pips were played in two different sequences, i.e., from low to high and
from high to low intensity. Trials were presented in random order. In this
study, the tuning curve of the neuron was determined by averaging, for
each frequency, the activity across the six tone presentations. The BF of
the neuron [log(BF)] was taken at the maximum of the frequency tuning
curve. Its (excitatory) bandwidth was estimated between frequencies at
which the mean firing rate exceeded the background plus twice its SD.
Recording of rate-level curves. For 68 neurons of monkey Br, the tuning
to absolute sound level over a large intensity range in the free field was
determined. To that end, the speaker was kept at the straight-ahead lo-
cation, while broadband noise stimuli [Gaussian white noise (GWN);
500 msec] were presented at stimulus levels between 10 and 60 dB SPL, in
5 dB steps. Each level was repeated twice, and stimuli were presented in
randomized order.
Figure 1 shows representative examples of two spectral tuning curves
and two rate-level functions for four different IC neurons. Figure 1a
shows a low-frequency neuron, whereas the neuron in Figure 1c pre-
ferred a much higher frequency. A monotonically increasing rate-level
curve, such as obtained for the majority (70%) of cells, is shown in Figure
1b. However, some neurons were most sensitive to a particular intensity,
like the example shown in Figure 1d.
Figure 2 provides a summary of the results of the frequency tuning of
the entire population of recorded neurons in both monkeys (monkey Br,
n  28; monkey Gi, n  77). The data show that log(BF) increased
systematically with recording depth (r  0.60), which is in line with a
dorsoventral tonotopy reported previously by Ryan and Miller (1978,
monkey) and Poon et al. (1990, bat).
The excitatory bandwidth of the frequency tuning curve was typically
band limited: it varied between 0.3 and 1.0 octaves for 39% of the neu-
rons and ranged between 1.0 and 4.0 octaves for 44% (for examples, see
Figs. 1, 4, 8). Broadband characteristics, which exceeded four octaves,
were obtained for the remaining 17% (for an example, see Fig. 3). Band-
width tended to increase along the mediolateral coordinate (r 0.36;
p 0.05) but was related to neither the anteroposterior (AP) coordinate
(r0.07; NS) nor recording depth (r0.10; NS).
Sensitivity to sound position. In a series of 75 trials, the auditory re-
sponses of single neurons in the IC were recorded as a function of sound
location. Trials started with the presentation of a straight-ahead fixation
light that was followed by the presentation of a 500 msec duration GWN
(frozen noise) burst at an eccentric position. During target presentation,
the monkey was required to maintain fixation on a central LED. In each
trial, the broadband auditory target was presented at an intensity of 40,
50, or 60 dB SPL. The location of the auditory target was chosen from T
 [30°,15°, 0°, 15°, 30°] and T [30°,15°, 0°, 15°, 30°]. Each of
the 25 locations and three sound levels was selected in pseudorandom
order. Trials in which the monkey was not accurately fixating the visual
target (error larger than 4°) before (500 msec) and during the presenta-
tion of the sound were aborted and repeated in the same experiment.
Sensitivity to eye position. The auditory response of an IC neuron as
function of eye position was recorded in an additional series of 39 trials.
This paradigm was similar to the “sound position sensitivity” paradigm,
except that the positions of the visual and auditory targets were reversed.
Now the GWN bursts (three different realizations of 500 msec frozen
noise) were presented at the central position; the task of the monkey was
to fixate an eccentric visual target (LED). The visual target was chosen out
of 13 locations, from R [0°, 9°, 20°] and  [0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°,
300°]. The noise bursts were presented at a fixed intensity of 60 dB SPL.
Each LED location and noise burst was presented in randomly inter-
leaved order.
Data analysis
Calibration of eye position. All measured eye-position signals were cali-
brated on the basis of a series of eye fixations made to the 72 LEDs at the
start of an experimental day (see above). The mapping of raw (sampled)
eye-position signals onto the corresponding azimuth– elevation coordi-
nates of the LEDs was achieved by training two three-layer neural net-
works for the horizontal and vertical eye-position components (for de-
tails, see Hofman and Van Opstal, 1998). The neural networks accounted
Figure 1. Acoustic tuning properties of four monkey IC neurons. Left, Representative band-
limited frequency tuning curves for a low-frequency (0.2–1.2 kHz) ( a) and a high-frequency
(8 –16 kHz) ( c) neuron. Response curves were averaged over three intensities (40, 50, and 60
dB) and two presentation sequences (increasing– decreasing level). Right, Monotonic ( b) and
non-monotonic ( d) intensity tuning curves of two IC neurons. The monotonic characteristic
shown in b was typical for 70% of the neurons.
Figure 2. The BF of IC neurons increases systematically with recording depth (measured
with respect to first entry in the IC). White circles, Monkey Br; gray squares, monkey Gi. Solid
line, Best-fit regression of log(BF) against depth (in millimeters) for the pooled data of both
monkeys (n 105). Slope, 0.48/mm; bias, 2.80, which corresponds to 630 Hz; correlation, r
0.60.
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for the static nonlinearity inherent in the double-magnetic induction
method, small nonhomogeneities in the magnetic fields, and minor
crosstalk between the signals of the horizontal and vertical magnetic
fields.
The trained networks were used to map the raw eye-position signals
onto actual 2D eye orientations, [E, E], in space. The absolute accuracy
of the calibration was within 3% over the entire response range.
Response parameters. We computed the average firing rate of a neuron
as function of time by binning the spike events in 5 msec time bins and
averaging across trials. From the resulting peristimulus time histogram
(PSTH), we determined the spontaneous firing rate from the grand av-
erage of activity in the 200 msec window preceding stimulus onset. The
average response latency was approximated by the first time after stimu-
lus onset that the PSTH exceeded the spontaneous activity by twice its
SD. The cell response in each trial was quantified by the mean firing rate
within a time window between response onset and offset. Response onset
and offset were determined by the moment at which the spike density
function of the cell first exceeded and then again fell below its spontane-
ous level plus twice the SD. Because of the variety of temporal response
patterns observed in IC cells (onset-only responses, phasic–tonic re-
sponses, tonic responses, etc.), this procedure ensured an objective
capture of the cell response for all response patterns (for examples, see
Figs. 3, 8).
Statistics. The probability that neurons were sensitive to sound or eye
position was first assessed with a two-way ANOVA. The azimuth and
elevation components of sound or eye position were then taken as the
independent variables and the cell response as the dependent variable.
Given a large population of neurons, the expected number of neurons
that will be erroneously classified as “sensitive” depends on the chosen
significance level. To estimate this number of “false positives,” we
adopted the following procedure. First, we bootstrapped the data by
creating 100 data sets of neuronal responses for the 94 neurons from the
original data by randomly scrambling the cell responses. In this way, the
absence of any potential tuning in the scrambled data was ensured. On
each scrambled data set of 94 neurons, the number of positive ANOVA
scores was then determined. We computed from the 100 different sets the
mean and variance of the number of false-positive ANOVA scores. Fi-
nally, we applied the t statistic to determine the significance of the differ-
ence between the mean of false positives and the experimentally observed
number of positive scores (Press et al., 1992).
To further quantify a systematic trend in the sensitivity of IC neurons
to 2D sound location and sound level, or to 2D eye position, we next
performed a multiple linear regression analysis (see Results, Eqs. 1, 2).
Best-fit parameters were obtained by minimizing the mean squared error
between actual and predicted firing rates. The number of false positives
and the significance levels of the fit parameters were calculated by boot-
strapping the data.
Results
The spatial sensitivity experiments described in this paper involve
single-unit recordings from 94 neurons. We collected data from
both ICs in monkey Gi (57 recordings) and from the right IC in
monkey Br (37 recordings). For 70 neurons, we performed the
eye-position test (Gi, n 35; Br, n 35). For 48 of these neurons,
both paradigms were run. A preliminary account of the spectral-
temporal receptive field characteristics of the IC cells is described
in recent conference proceedings (Versnel et al., 2002).
Sensitivity to 2D sound position
Figure 3 shows different features of a typical cell response in the
right IC of monkey Br. The clustering of spikes (Fig. 3a) and the
single peak in the PSTH (Fig. 3c) shortly after stimulus onset (15
msec latency; leftmost vertical line) shows that the cell responded
with a phasic burst of action potentials to the auditory stimulus
(horizontal bar). The broad spectral tuning curve of this neuron
(Fig. 3c, inset) indicates that this cell was sensitive to frequencies
up to3 kHz.
The right column of Figure 3 shows that sound azimuth (Fig.
3b,f), but not sound elevation (Fig. 3d,f), systematically modu-
lated the response of the cell. These qualitative observations were
supported by a two-way ANOVA (azimuth sensitivity, p 0.001;
elevation, p  0.1) (see Materials and Methods). Furthermore,
the neuron was insensitive to variations in absolute sound level
(Fig. 3e).
To further document these findings, Figure 4 presents the
spatial and frequency tuning characteristics of six other IC neu-
rons that were analyzed in this way. Neurons were selected on the
basis of their frequency tuning curves: low BF (Fig. 4a,b),
midrange BF (Fig. 4c), and high-frequency range (Fig. 4d–f).
According to the two-way ANOVA, four of the neurons (Fig.
4a– d) were sensitive to azimuth ( p  0.05) but not to elevation
( p 0.05). The response strength of the neuron shown in Figure
4e, on the other hand, appears to be significantly related to sound
azimuth ( p 0.05) but also displays a sharp decrease in activity
for sounds at approximately 15° elevation ( p  0.05), regard-
less of azimuth. The position (5 kHz) and sharpness of the
single peak in the frequency tuning curve suggests that this sen-
sitivity to elevation could be related to the presence of an
Figure 3. Illustration of response properties of IC neuron br0706 that is sensitive to sound
azimuth but not to sound level. a, Spike raster is shown as function of time with respect to
stimulus onset, in which each horizontal line corresponds to a single trial. Trials have been
sorted off-line as function of azimuth. Thick line indicates stimulus presentation time (0 –500
msec). Vertical lines denote the burst onset– offset time window within which spikes were
counted (see Materials and Methods). Note systematic dependence of burst activity on sound
azimuth. b, Mean firing rate (computed within the window) for three different sound levels
(symbols) as function of sound-source azimuth. Note clear modulation of the activity of the cell
with azimuth. Shaded band indicates mean 	 1 SD. Horizontal dashed line indicates mean
spontaneous activity. c, PSTH indicates a clear onset peak (latency, 15 msec with respect to
stimulus onset). Neuron is briefly inhibited after the onset peak. The neuron has a relatively
broadband spectral tuning characteristic (up to3 kHz; inset). d, Mean firing rate as function of
sound elevation. Same format as in b. e, Mean firing rate as function of free-field sound level;
data pooled across azimuths and elevations. f, Spatial tuning of the cell. Radius of filled circles is
proportional to mean firing rate, averaged across sound levels within the particular azimuth–
elevation bin.
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elevation-dependent spectral notch in the monkey’s pinna filter
(Spezio et al., 2000). The high-frequency neuron shown in Figure
4f was found to be sensitive to elevation only ( p 0.05).
The ANOVA results for all 94 neurons (summarized in Table
1) indicate that the vast majority (n  73; 78%) was sensitive
( p 0.05) to sound position and, in particular, to sound-source
azimuth (n  68; 72%). The frequency tuning curves of the
elevation-sensitive cells (n  17; 18%) typically featured a best
frequency above 2 kHz, along with bandwidths ranging from
limited (4 octaves) to broad (4 octaves). Half of these neu-
rons (n 8) were sensitive to a particular elevation angle, like the
example in Figure 4e. Furthermore, a minority of neurons (n 6;
6%) showed an interaction between azimuth and elevation (i.e.,
they were particularly sensitive to one or more 2D sound posi-
tions). The number of cells that were spatially sensitive was much
larger than the number of expected false positives (Table 1) (see
Materials and Methods).
Systematic sensitivity to 2D sound position and sound level
The ANOVA does not specify whether sensitivity to target azi-
muth is attributable to binaural difference cues, to absolute
sound level (including the possibility of a monaural head-shadow
effect), or to a combination of these factors. To dissociate these
variables, we adopted a linear regression model with sound level,
sound-source azimuth, and elevation as
the independent variables. We based this
simple model on the observations that,
within the measurement range of azi-
muths (	30°) and intensities (40 – 60 dB
SPL), (1) typical responses to sound-
source azimuth were monotonic for con-
tralateral azimuths (Figs. 3, 4) (Groh et al.,
2003), (2) the activity of the majority of
cells (70%) tested in the sound-level
paradigm (see Materials and Methods) de-
pended monotonically on absolute sound
intensity (Fig. 1b), and (3) some neurons
had a monotonic sensitivity to changes in
sound-source elevation, too. Qualitative
examples of such tuning are shown in Fig-
ure 4, a and f. The following equation was
used to fit the neuronal responses:
R¯  a  I0  b  R  c  T  d
(1)
where R¯ is the mean firing rate of the cell
within the selected time window as func-
tion of sound level in the free field (I0),
sound-source azimuth (T, taken positive
for ipsilateral locations), and elevation
(T). Parameters a (in spikes per second
per decibel), b, c (in spikes per second per
degree) and bias, d (in spikes per second)
were found by minimizing the mean squared error between data
and fit.
Figure 5 shows three typical examples of this analysis. The top
row shows a cell for which the responses are particularly modu-
lated by sound intensity and, to a lesser extent, by sound-source
azimuth and elevation (Fig. 5a– c; same cell as in Fig. 4a). Note
that the apparent strong azimuth dependence of this neuron, as
suggested by Figure 4a, was mainly attributable to a much stron-
ger sensitivity to sound level. The middle row shows a neuron
that is only responsive to contralateral sound azimuth (Fig. 5d–f),
and the bottom row depicts a cell that responded to both sound
level and azimuth but not to elevation (Fig. 5g– k). The high
correlation coefficients between data and model indicate that
Equation 1 provided a reasonable description of the data.
A summary of the regression results for the entire population
of 94 cells is given in Table 2. In line with the ANOVA (Table 1),
the majority of neurons were found to be sensitive to sound
position ( p  0.05; n  71; 77%) and, in particular, to the azi-
muth coordinate (n  67; 70%). For 19 of the neurons (20%), a
significant monotonic response relationship with sound-source
elevation was obtained. For 15 of these neurons, the firing rate
was modulated in a monotonic way by both azimuth and eleva-
tion (i.e., both b, c
 0) (for examples, see Figs. 4a, 5a– c). In the
visuomotor literature, a similar type of 2D spatial sensitivity has
been termed a “spatial gain field” (Zipser and Andersen, 1988)
(see Discussion). We therefore denote the head-centered spatial
tuning of these 15 IC neurons by 2D spatial gain fields. Because
the groups of cells with a significant ANOVA score for elevation
(n  17) and a significant regression parameter for elevation do
not fully overlap, the actual number of cells sensitive in one way
or another to sound elevation was 27 of 94 (29%).
The regression results show that most neurons were also sen-
sitive to sound intensity (n  62; 66%). Note that, from the
Figure 4. Six examples of neurons with low-frequency (a, b), middle-frequency ( c), and high-frequency (d–f ) spectral tuning
curves that are sensitive to sound location with respect to head (ANOVA). Data are plotted in the same format as Figure 3f. The
neurons in a and e are sensitive to both sound azimuth and elevation. The neuron in a appears to have a monotonic dependence
on azimuth and elevation (i.e., 2D gain field; see also Fig. 5a-c), and the neuron in e has a non-monotonic sensitivity to elevation.
The neuron in f has a monotonic sensitivity to elevation ( p 0.05) but not to azimuth ( p 0.05).
Table 1. Number of neurons that were sensitive to sound azimuth ( T) and
elevation ( T) when tested with a two-way ANOVA
T T Total
T 12 (0) 56 (2) 68
T 5 (2) 21 (90) 26
Total 17 77 94
Negative results are indicated by the sign. The computed expectation value is given in parentheses (see Materials
and Methods).
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results in Table 2, the responses of 17
(18%) of the cells varied with sound inten-
sity but not with azimuth. Applying re-
gression on all cell responses without
sound level as a fit parameter resulted in an
azimuth sensitivity for 77 cells (data not
shown). Of the 17 intensity-only sensitive
cells, 10 neurons would thus be falsely clas-
sified as azimuth sensitive, when in fact
their sensitivity was likely caused by the
head-shadow effect (i.e., monaural sound
level).
The positive values of the sound-level
coefficient (a) in Equation 1 (Fig. 6a), to-
gether with its partial correlation coeffi-
cient, ra (Fig. 6b), indicate that most neu-
rons (53 of 62) were excited most for the
highest sound levels, regardless of the
stimulus location. A small number of neu-
rons were excited most for the lowest
sound levels (a, ra 0; n  9 of 62),
whereas the remaining 32 neurons did not
yield significant regression coefficients for
sound level. The latter is partly attributable
to a non-monotonic sensitivity to sound
level in some of these neurons (Fig. 1d; also
apparent in Fig. 5d).
The predominant negative values for
the azimuth coefficient b and rb indicate
that nearly all neurons (64 of 67) re-
sponded more vigorously for contralateral
locations, regardless sound level. Only a
few neurons (3 of 67) were best excited by
ipsilateral azimuths (b  0). The remain-
ing population (27 of 94) was not signifi-
cantly modulated by sound azimuth.
The relative strength of the parameters
for sound azimuth and level varied widely
from neuron to neuron, as indicated by the
broad distribution of partial correlation coefficients, but were
approximately equal in size across the population (Fig. 6b). Fig-
ure 6c shows the distribution of parameters b and c for cells with
a significant 2D spatial gain field (filled symbols; n  15). As
documented in Figure 6d–f, none of the regression parameters
depended in a systematic way on the BF of a cell. The majority of
cells with elevation sensitivity had a high BF (Fig. 6f).
Figure 7 provides a summary of the locations within the IC
and the encountered spatial response properties of the cells. Neu-
rons with a significant spatial tuning (Eq. 1 and two-way ANOVA
results pooled) were scattered across the IC recording sites, both
in the dorsoventral (Fig. 7, right side) and in the mediolateral and
anteroposterior stereotaxic coordinates. In this plot, AP 0 mm
was aligned with the center of the overlying superior colliculus
motor maps for both monkeys. At this SC site, microstimulation
at 50 A or less yielded horizontal saccadic eye movements into
the contralateral hemifield with an amplitude of 10 –15°. We
obtained no obvious topography or clustering of cells with spatial
sensitivity. Tuning parameters b and c of Eq. 1 did not correlate
with either anteroposterior or mediolateral recording sites or
with depth ( p 0.05; data not shown). However, cells without a
significant spatial tuning () were predominantly encountered
at dorsal (i.e., low BF) recording sites.
Sensitivity to 2D eye position
Figure 8 shows the different response features of an IC neuron of
monkey Br when it fixated visual targets at different locations
during the presentation of a broadband sound at the straight-
ahead location. The small fixation errors (4°) (Fig. 8e) confirm
that the monkey performed well in the visual fixation task for all
target locations.
The cell generated a clear burst of action potentials during the
presentation of sound stimuli (Fig. 8a,c; for frequency tuning
curve, see inset in c). Interestingly, eye azimuth significantly
modulated the strength of the auditory response, both when
tested with a two-way ANOVA ( p 0.05) and by multiple linear
regression (see below). The eye-azimuth sensitivity is clearly vis-
ible in the sorted spike trains (Fig. 8a), as well as in the computed
mean firing rates as function of eye azimuth (Fig. 8b).
Figure 5. Result of the multiple linear regression analysis (Eq. 1) to dissociate the systematic sensitivity of a cell to perceived
sound level (left column), sound-source azimuth (middle column), and sound elevation (right column) for three different neurons.
The top neuron (br2823; a– c) is sensitive to all three parameters (see also Fig. 4a). The center neuron (gi6607; d–f ) is sensitive to
contralateral sound azimuth (b 0) but not in a monotonic way to intensity or elevation. The bottom neuron (gi3918; g– k) is
sensitive to both contralateral azimuth (b 0) and sound intensity but not to elevation. Correlation coefficients between data
and model are 0.96, 0.52, and 0.65, respectively. Numbers at bottom indicate mean	 SD. *p  0.05 indicates a regression
parameter that differs significantly from zero. Data for each variable are plotted against mean firing rate, after subtracting the
weighted contributions from the other two variables.
Table 2. Number of neurons that were sensitive to sound intensity (I0), sound
azimuth ( T), and elevation ( T) when tested with the multiple linear regression
model of Equation 1
T T I0 I0 Total
T 15 (0) 52 (5) 45 (0) 22 (5) 67
T 4 (5) 23 (86) 17 (5) 10 (88) 27
Total 19 75 62 32 94
Same conventions as in Table 1.
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It is important to note that the modulation of the activity of
the cell only appeared during the presentation of the auditory
stimulus, because the spontaneous firing rates neither before nor
after the sound stimulus differed for the different eye positions.
The saccadic eye movements back toward
the central fixation position at the end of
the trial (Fig. 8e, at approximately time
1000 msec) did not modulate the sponta-
neous activity of the cell either (compare
with Fig. 8a).
However, when testing all 70 neurons
with a two-way ANOVA, the number of
cells displaying a significant sensitivity to
eye position (n  8) resulted to be similar
to the number of expected false positives
(summarized in Table 3). Thus, on the ba-
sis of ANOVA, there was no indication for
a signal about eye position in the popula-
tion of IC cells.
To test for the possibility that the IC neu-
rons were sensitive to eye position in a more
systematic way, we next quantified the re-
sponses by multiple linear regression:
R  g  Eh  h  Ev  k (2)
with R¯ is the mean cell response as func-
tion of the horizontal (Eh) and vertical (Ev)
eye-position components, i.e., straight
ahead. According to this analysis (Table 4),
a significant modulation of the auditory
response with 2D eye position was found
in 20 of 70 (29%) neurons, which signifi-
cantly exceeds the expected number of
false positives (n 8) (Table 4).
As illustrated by the three examples in
Figure 9, the modulation by eye position
was typically modest in size and noisy by nature. The distribution
of regression parameters and partial correlation coefficients for
the total cell population (Fig. 10, circles) shows that these values
scatter around zero and that the axes of maximal modulation are
not aligned with a preferred direction.
To evaluate whether the activity of IC neurons was also mod-
ulated by eye position in the absence of auditory stimuli, we
subjected the background activity of the cell to the same multiple
regression analysis. We aligned the analysis window with the 250
msec preceding the sound, because, in this interval, the monkey
already fixated the peripheral visual target. The results (Fig. 10,
symbols) did not differ significantly from chance, indicating that
eye position does not drive IC neurons by itself. Indeed, none of
the cells with a significant modulation of eye position during the
presentation of the auditory stimulus (Fig. 10, filled circles) mod-
ulated their background activity, too.
Finally, performing linear regression on R¯ as function of the
polar coordinates of eye position (eccentricity, R, and direction,
), did not yield a significant number of tuned neurons (data not
shown). This indicates that the weak eye-position modulation is
better described in the azimuth– elevation coordinates of Equa-
tion 2.
Comparison of sound versus eye-position tuning
The extent to which an IC neuron is responsive to either sound
position or eye position is indicative for the reference frame in
which the target is represented (Groh et al., 2001). We assessed
this responsiveness by evaluating, for each cell, its spatial consis-





2). This consistency is a
measure of how much spatial information a cell contains.
Figure 7. Distribution of head-centered spatial tuning characteristics of IC cells across the record-
ing sites along lateromedial and anteroposterior coordinates (left) and along the dorsoventral (right)
coordinate. Results from multiple regression (spatial parameters b, c) and ANOVA (AN) are pooled.
White circles, Azimuth sensitivity; gray squares, elevation-only neurons; black squares, cells with both
azimuth and elevation tuning. To enable a comparison between both monkeys, anteroposterior co-
ordinates are given relative to the center of the overlying motor SC. Depth is measured with respect to
the first entry in the IC. Spatial sensitivity is found throughout the recording sites. Cells without spatial
tuning ( symbols) were encountered at dorsal recording sites only.
Figure 6. a, Distribution of regression coefficients for perceived sound level and sound azimuth for all neurons (parameters a,
b of Eq. 1; pooled for both monkeys). Filled circles indicate that either parameter a or b differed significantly from zero. b, Partial
correlation coefficients rb versus ra. The majority of neurons are tuned to contralateral locations (rb 0). Most neurons increase their
activity with increasing sound level (ra 0), although a significant group (n 9) does the reverse. Note the wide range of intensity–
azimuth coefficients covered by the population. c, Partial correlations for stimulus azimuth (rb) versus elevation (rc). Filled circles corre-
spond to cells with 2D spatial gain fields (i.e., both b, c
0). d–f, Bottom panels show the distribution of the partial correlation parameters
ra (left), rb (middle), and rc (right) as function of best frequency of each neuron for which a complete frequency tuning curve was obtained
(n 62). Filled circles correspond to significant parameter values. Note the absence of a trend.
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Figure 11 compares the spatial consistencies of sound versus
eye position for the neurons that were tested in both paradigms
(n  48). On average, the consistency was higher for head-
centered sound position than for eye position because most
points lie below the identity line. Linear regression on these data
(dashed line) indicates that the sensitivities to sound position and
eye position were not related ( p  0.05). Furthermore, the re-
sponsiveness ( g, h) to eye position was also independent of the
sensitivity to sound level, recording site, and BF (data not
shown).
Figure 12 shows that the eye-position-sensitive cells were scat-
tered throughout the recording sites within the IC. No obvious
clustering was obtained in neither depth (i.e., consistent with the




This study shows that IC neurons are sensitive to absolute sound
level, to sound-source azimuth and elevation, and, to a lesser
extent, to the horizontal and vertical components of eye position.
Cells differed in their responsiveness to these variables, but re-
gression parameters were uncorrelated with each other. The tun-
ing characteristics of the neurons to sound level, head-centered
sound location, and eye position appeared to be distributed
across the recording sites without any apparent clustering of pa-
rameter values (Figs. 7, 12). The tuning parameters were also
uncorrelated with the BF of a cell (Fig. 6d–f).
Most neurons were tuned to a particular frequency band, and
their BFs were systematically ordered, with an increase of BF from
dorsal to ventral positions (Fig. 2). This tonotopic order, together
with the short response latencies, indicates that most recordings
were taken from the central nucleus (Ryan and Miller, 1978;
Poon et al. 1990).
Figure 8. Recording of neuron br2807 that is sensitive to eye position. a, Spike rasters,
sorted off-line as function of eye azimuth. Vertical lines denote onset and offset of the analysis
window. Note the high excitation levels for rightward eye fixations (top) and the brief post-
stimulus inhibition after time 500 msec. c, PSTH and spectral tuning curve (inset) of the neuron.
b, The mean firing rate of this neuron, computed within the window, increases with eye azi-
muth but does not vary with eye elevation ( d). Dashed lines in b and d indicate mean back-
ground activity. e, Absolute eye-fixation error was small during stimulus presentation. Approx-
imately 1 sec after stimulus onset, the monkey was rewarded, after which it made a saccadic eye
movement back to the center of the oculomotor range. f, Mean firing rate (proportional to
radius of filled disk; averaged over three trials) as function of 2D eye position. Note the clear
trend for rightward eye positions.
Table 3. Number of neurons that were sensitive to eye azimuth ( E) and elevation
( E) when tested with a two-way ANOVA
E E Total
E 0 (0) 4 (3) 4
E 4 (3) 62 (65) 66
Total 4 66 70
The number of sensitive neurons (n 8) does not exceed chance. Same conventions as in Table 1.
Table 4. Number of neurons that are sensitive to eye azimuth ( E) and elevation
( E) when tested with the multiple linear regression model of Equation 2
E E Total
E 3 (0) 8 (4) 11
E 6 (3) 53 (64) 59
Total 9 61 70
The number of significant regression coefficients is well above chance. Same conventions as in Table 1.
Figure 9. Results of multiple linear regression (Eq. 2) on eye azimuth (left; parameter g) and
eye elevation (right; parameter h) for three different neurons (neuron in a and b is the same as
in Fig. 8). * denotes a significant parameter value.
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Sensitivity to 2D sound location
Within the 60° range of azimuths tested, none of the cells were
tuned to a specific azimuth angle. This contrasts with reports
from cat (Calford et al., 1986) and bat (Schlegel et al., 1988;
Fuzessery et al., 1990). Instead, the firing rate of a cell typically
increased in a monotonic way for contralateral azimuths (Figs.
3– 6). A similar finding was reported for the majority of neurons
in cat IC (Delgutte et al., 1999). Recently, Groh et al. (2003) also
described monotonic tuning for azimuths up to 90°.
Cells differed substantially in their sen-
sitivity to azimuth position (Figs. 5, 6a),
but, unlike in bats (Poon et al., 1990), we
obtained no evidence for a spatial topog-
raphy (Fig. 7). Levels used in this study
(40 – 60 dB SPL) were well above threshold
but remained well within the natural range
for adequate sound-localization perfor-
mance. We cannot exclude, however, that
at near threshold intensities, spatial tuning
might become narrower (Schlegel et al.,
1988; Binns et al., 1992; Schnupp and
King, 1997).
The relatively simple monotonic sensi-
tivity to azimuth in the frontal hemifield
contrasted with the more varied respon-
siveness of IC neurons to sound-source el-
evation. We observed two response char-
acteristics. In 15 neurons, we obtained
monotonic 2D spatial gain fields (Fig. 6c;
Table 2). The elevation response charac-
teristics of other neurons were non-
monotonic. Such non-monotic tuning has
also been described for cat IC (Delgutte et
al., 1999). Note that a monotonic azimuth tuning and a non-
monotonic elevation sensitivity could both be present in the same
cell (Fig. 4e). These characteristics thus underscore the separate
neural processes underlying the extraction of binaural-difference
cues and the more intricate spectral-shape cues. Typically, neu-
rons sensitive to elevation had a high BF (Figs. 4e,f, 6f). This raises
the interesting possibility that such cells responded to elevation-
specific features in the HRTF.
The relative tuning strengths for target azimuth and absolute
sound level were equally distributed across the population (Fig.
6b). Note that monotonic sensitivity to absolute sound level of
band-limited IC cells would leave a neural representation of the
HRTF-related spectral shape cues unaffected across the popula-
tion. In this way, sensitivity to sound level might serve as a third
mechanism by which the IC could encode elevation (see also
below).
Similar findings for azimuth and elevation tuning have been
reported for the primate auditory cortex (Recanzone et al., 2000).
Our results extend these findings to monkey IC by including the
role of sound intensity and eye position. Together, both studies
suggest a progressive involvement of spatially sensitive neurons
from IC to auditory cortex to the adjacent caudomedial field. Our
findings thus add support to the hypothesis that this information
stream may process auditory space in a serial manner (for review,
see Recanzone, 2000).
Eye position
The response of a significant population of IC neurons was sys-
tematically modulated by 2D eye position (Figs. 8 –10; Table 4).
Compared with the effects of sound position, this sensitivity was
relatively weak (Fig. 11). Best-fit planes define the optimal direc-
tions of 2D eye position-sensitivity vectors. These vectors were
distributed homogeneously, without obvious clustering for ei-
ther ipsilateral or contralateral eye positions or along cardinal
(horizontal–vertical) directions (Fig. 10). These effects cannot be
attributed to visual input because the visual stimulus was always
on the fovea during sound stimulation.
Interestingly, eye position did not affect spontaneous activity
of IC neurons, indicating that eye position modulates auditory-
Figure 10. Distribution of eye-position regression coefficients, shown for all 70 neurons. Filled symbols denote significant
values for g and h (Eq. 2). Note that the partial correlation coefficients ( b) are typically smaller than those obtained for sound
location and sound level (compare with Fig. 6b). The coefficients are also unbiased for the optimal directions of the fitted
eye-position vectors. symbols correspond to cells with significant values of fitting Eq. 2 to the background activity. None of
these cells coincide with the ones displaying significant eye-position modulations.
Figure 11. Absence of a correlation between the responsiveness of a neuron to eye position
and head-centered sound location, as shown here for the response consistencies to either vari-
able (r 0.00; dotted line indicates regression line). Black circles, Neurons with a significant
modulation of eye position. White circles, Neurons without significant modulation of eye posi-
tion. Head-centered sound location has a more consistent effect on cell activity than eye posi-
tion, because most data points lie below the diagonal.
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evoked activity in a multiplicative manner (“gain field”). Similar
effects have been reported for visual, memory, and saccade-
related activity in lateral intraparietal cortex (Andersen et al.,
1990; Read and Siegel, 1997), in SC (Van Opstal et al., 1995), and
for visual activity in primary visual cortex (Trotter and Celebrini,
1999). Such gain field modulations might express more general
coding principles for neural populations that represent targets in
multiple reference frames (Zipser and Andersen, 1988; Van Op-
stal and Hepp, 1995).
In contrast to a recent study by Groh et al. (2001), ANOVA did
not yield a significant number of eye position-sensitive neurons,
indicating the lack of tuning to particular eye positions (Table 3).
We have no obvious explanation for the difference between the
two studies. However, a direct comparison is difficult because
Groh et al. (2001) did not document the frequency and intensity
tuning characteristics of the neurons. Furthermore, sound level
was kept fixed in that study, while spatial parameters were varied
in azimuth only.
The apparent discrepancy in our data between ANOVA and
regression results (Tables 3, 4; Figs. 9, 10) is explained by the fact
that regression is more sensitive to a weak but consistent trend in
noisy data than ANOVA.
Model
Unlike in the barn owl (Knudsen and Konishi, 1978), evidence
for an explicit topographic map of auditory space has not been
found in the mammalian IC. Instead, a spatial topography of
sounds is found in the SC, which, however, expresses the target in
eye-centered rather than head-centered coordinates (Jay and
Sparks, 1984, 1987).
How this transformation (“sound-re.-eye”  “sound-re.-
head” “eye-in-head”) is implemented in the audio-motor sys-
tem is still unresolved (“re.” indicates “with respect to”). Previous
attempts to model this transformation typically assumed an in-
termediate stage in which a head-centered map of auditory space
is created.
Here we hypothesize that the IC could encode sound location
in both head- and eye-centered coordinates without such an in-
termediate stage. Both signals are needed for eye– head orienting
to sounds (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997). To verify that a
tonotopic population of band-limited IC cells could represent
sounds in eye- and head-centered coordinates, we trained the
simple two-layer neural network model shown in Figure 13a.
In this scheme, a broadband sound (intensity I0) at head-
centered location (AZ, EL) is presented. The sound is modified by
elevation-dependent HRTFs and by the azimuth-related head
shadow, yielding a frequency-dependent intensity distribution
across the IC population, I0( f). All IC cells receive binaural in-
puts (fixed excitatory and inhibitory weights) and have Gaussian
spectral tuning curves, T( f) (Fig. 1a,c). We computed the re-
sponse of each IC neuron as follows:
R  F0  a  I0 f  b  T  g  Eh  h  Ev  T f  (3)
F0 is the peak firing rate of the cell (between 50 and 200 Hz), [x]
is a sigmoid nonlinearity, and parameters [a, b, g, h] are tuning
parameters to sound level, azimuth, and 2D eye position, respec-
tively. These parameters were drawn from random distributions
given by the data in Figures 6b and 10b. IC cells are thus sharply
tuned to frequency, yet activity is systematically modulated
within their frequency tuning curve. Note that Equation 3
does not include an explicit sensitivity to sound elevation. The
network learned to extract elevation on the basis of spectral
shape, preserved by the population through the fixed sensitiv-
ity of each neuron to sound level. The acoustic sensitivity of
one cell is illustrated in Figure 13b. All IC cells project to the
SC motor map. The response of each SC neuron was deter-
mined as follows:
S i  Fpk  
jIC
wi, jR j (4)
where Fpk is the peak firing rate (500 Hz; identical for all neurons),
and wi,j is the synaptic weight of IC neuron j to SC neuron i.
The weights of the IC–SC projection were trained with the
Widrow-Hoff  rule to yield a topographic Gaussian representa-
tion of gaze motor error, M, in the SC motor map. The simula-
tions show that the tonotopic-to-eye-centered transformation
could be learned quite accurately (Fig. 13c, right). This result
therefore supports the possibility that subtle, randomly distrib-
uted modulations of IC firing rates (c, left) could perform the
required mapping, without the need of an explicit head-centered
representation of auditory space.
This would be quite different from the barn owl’s auditory
system, an animal that does not make orienting eye movements
and that can use relatively simple, monotonic acoustic cues to
encode sound azimuth (ITD) and elevation (ILD) (Knudsen and
Konishi, 1979).
Alternative interpretation
There is an interesting possibility that the weak modulation of IC
responses with eye position might actually relate to an eye
position-dependent coactivation of neck muscles (Vidal et al.,
1982; Andre-Deshays et al., 1988). Such activation is thought to
prepare the audiomotor system for a coordinated orienting re-
sponse of the eyes and head, even when the latter is restrained. We
have shown recently that static head position influences localiza-
tion of tones in a frequency-specific manner (Goossens and Van
Opstal, 1999). We hypothesized that a head-position signal inter-
acts within the tonotopic auditory system to transform head-
centered acoustic inputs into a body-centered reference frame
(“sound-re.-body”  “sound-re.-head”  “head-re-.body”).
This transformation leaves perceived sound location invariant to
Figure 12. Neurons with a significant modulation by eye position (gray circles) are widely
distributed across the recording sites, without any obvious clustering. symbols indicate cells
without a significant eye-position modulation. Same format as Figure 7.
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intervening eye– head movements. If true, IC cells might be mod-
ulated by (intended) changes in head posture rather than by eye
position.
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Figure 13. a, Model of how the IC could transform tonotopic signals into an eye-centered representation of sound location in
the SC. The latter emerges as a Gaussian distribution of activity within the complex-log motor map (Robinson, 1972; Sparks, 1986).
The sound has a flat spectrum, presented at random 2D locations, H, at various intensities ( I). Sounds are filtered by the HRTFs
(here described by elevation-dependent functions) and yield azimuth- and intensity-related inputs at the IC cells through binaural
excitatory and inhibitory projections. Each IC has 12 frequency channels and, in this simulation, three cells per channel. The input
bandwidth of a neuron extends between two and five channels (randomly chosen). Eye position, E, also provides a weak,
modulating input to all IC cells. By training the 7200 IC–SC synapses, the network learned, in2.10 5 trials, to map all possible
combinations of azimuth– elevation coordinates (range,	60°), eye positions (range,	30°), and sound intensities (range,	15
dB with respect to the mean) into a Gaussian population at the correct eye motor-error site within the SC motor map. b, Response
field (frequency intensity) of an IC model neuron with a BF of 6 kHz, for two eye positions and H (0 o,0 o), as determined by Eq.
3, where[x] [1 exp(x)]1. Consistency of the eye-position modulation is 0.15. c, Example of a trial after training was
completed. A sound (10 dB) was presented at H (20°,20°), with the eyes looking at E (30°,20°). Eye motor error is M
(50°,0°) (see inset in a, and dotted lines in right panel of c. The left panel in c shows the activity of all 72 IC cells for this trial in gray
scale. ICL, Left IC; ICR, right IC. Lack of a simple pattern is attributable to the randomized, fixed tuning parameters of the IC cells. In
this example, correlation between desired and actual activity across all 100 cells in the SC map, r 0.96.
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